
6/26/94 
Dear iim, 

Thanks for the two version of 89-43-104,9ne partly redacted. 7/103 was disclosed to 
me in 78-0322, without prior CIA approval. But in that lawsuit other records relating 
to the tape were withhhld and my detailed appeals were ignored. I think it would be good 
to demand them now and now there can be do reason for withholding them. As you may 

remember, I wrote the FBI about thid. What you sent me alone proves it lied to me 
in telling me that what it transferred to the Archives is what it had already discsloeed 
to me. 

The unredacted copy inc14 s that the Mexico City SAC "Anderson has arranged for a 
transcript of the call" that was intercepted. Other disclosed records seem to indicate 
that Rudd got to Dallas, whelelleitman picked him up at Love field, without such a trans- 
cript. 

After the picture he had and the tappoyas listened to Dallas cabled or telepyped a 
summary of the tape to FBIII(4. It then asked for a transcript and that was sent immediately. 
The record that includes the suMmarl and the one that is the transcripivere withheld 
from me and I appoled that withholding. 

If you look at thee pages the original classification was by the FBI and in my 
lawsuit. That classification was then unjustified. This was even more true in 1980, 
when the CIA classified it. What was classified was public knowledge. 

"Secret" appears not to have been on the rec9d when typed. It is added to the bottoms 
tathe two copies at different points at the bottom. 

From Shanklin's memo Belmont lied in saying that Dallas had Ridadatatty 
"practically all" the Oswald info from hexico City. Unless there was none then. 

Thanks, 

Thanks for the brief but good notice of ease Open. o whom was it sent? 
And for the IlewsdaY story. (*less there ate differences in the sets of autopsy photos I 
wonder what can be learned from the second set not yet located? 



UNITE* STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
. • 	TO 	: 	FILE 

FROM : SAC SHAH} IN 

suivEar: LEE HARVEY OSWALD 

DATE: 11/22/63 

; 

Assistant to the Director BELMONT advised that 
we have in our file practically all the information from 
Mexico City regarding OSWALD's visit or trip to Mexico 
except the fact that IA had secu d some info 4tion • 
that this individual 	 rEelCuban 
Embassy to the Russian Embassy. They later p otographed him o'oing in the Russi 	bassy, and ANDERSON has arranged for 	 As well as pictures, and SA 
ELD . UDD is flying up wit "7Raval Attache on a DC-3 
scheduled to arrive Dallas about 1:00 AM, and we should make arrangements to meet him and secure this information. He 
thought RUDD would probably be coming in at Love Field. 
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OATS : 11./22/63 

FILE 
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FROM SAC SHANKLIN 

snip= LEE HARVEY OSWALD 
01:.:11 	1.. 

t, 
3a it 0-6 -f3 Assistant to the Director BELMONT advised that 

we have in our file practically all the information fmm 

Mexico City regarding OSWALD's visit or trip to Mexico 
except the fact that CIA had secured some info tion 

--B 

that this individual very probably called from M Cuba 
Embassy to the Russia Embassy. They later p otographed 

himoing in the Russian Embassy, and ANDERSON has arranged ir-R 

for
a 
a transcript of the cal5k well as pictures, and SIM 

ELD 	UDD is flying up wit 	aval Attache on a DC-3 
scheduled to arrive Dallas about 1:00 AM, and we should make 

arrangements to meet him,,, and secure this infonuation. He 

thought RUDD would probably be coming in at Love Field. 
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